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Abstract

In this work, we address the twin problems of unsupervised
topic discovery and estimation of topic specific influence of
blogs. We propose a new model that can be used to provide a
user with highly influential blog postings on the topic of the
user’s interest.
We adopt the framework of an unsupervised model called La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation(Blei, Ng, & Jordan 2003), known
for its effectiveness in topic discovery. An extension of this
model, which we call Link-LDA (Erosheva, Fienberg, & Laf-
ferty 2004), defines a generative model for hyperlinks and
thereby models topic specific influence of documents, the
problem of our interest. However, this model does not ex-
ploit the topical relationship between the documents on ei-
ther side of a hyperlink, i.e., the notion that documents tend
to link to other documents on the same topic. We propose
a new model, called Link-PLSA-LDA, that combines PLSA
(Hoffman 1999) and LDA (Blei, Ng, & Jordan 2003) into a
single framework, and explicitly models the topical relation-
ship between the linking and the linked document.
The output of the new model on blog data reveals very inter-
esting visualizations of topics and influential blogs on each
topic. We also perform quantitative evaluation of the model
using log-likelihood of unseen data and on the task of link
prediction. Both experiments show that that the new model
performs better, suggesting its superiority over Link-LDAin
modeling topics and topic specific influence of blogs.

Introduction
Proliferation of blogs in the recent past has posed several
new, interesting challenges to researchers in the information
retrieval and data mining community. In particular, there
is an increasing need for automatic techniques to help the
users quickly access blogs that are not only informative and
popular, but also relevant to the user’s topics of interest.

Significant progress has been made in the recent past, to-
wards this objective. For example Javaet al (Javaet al.
2006) studied the performance of various algorithms such
as PageRank, HITS and in-degree, on modeling influence
of blogs. Kaleet al (Kale et al. 2006) exploited the polar-
ity (agreement/disagreement) of the hyperlinks and applied
a trust propagation algorithm to model the propagation of
influence between blogs.
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The above mentioned papers address modeling influence
in general, but it is also important to model influence of
blogs with respect to the topic of the user’s interest. This
problem has been addressed by the work of Haveliwala
(Haveliwala 2002) in the context of key-word search. In this
paper, PageRanks of documents are pre-computed for a cer-
tain number of topics. At query time, for each document
matching the query, its PageRanks for various topics are
combined based on the similarity of the query to each topic,
to obtain a topic-sensitive PageRank. The author shows that
the new PageRank results in superior performance than the
traditional PageRank on key-word search. The topics used in
the algorithm are, however, obtained from an external repos-
itory.

Ideally, it would be very useful to mine these topics au-
tomatically as well. The problem of automatic topic min-
ing from blogs has been addressed by Glanceet al (Na-
talie S. Glance & Tomokiyo 2006), where the authors used a
combination of NLP techniques, clustering and heuristics to
mine topics and trends from blogs. However, this work does
not address modeling the influence of blog postings with re-
spect to the topics discovered.

In our work, we aim at addressing both these problems si-
multaneously,i.e., topic discovery as well as modeling topic
specific influence of blogs, in a completely unsupervised
fashion. Towards this objective, we employ the probabilistic
framework of latent topic models such as the Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (Blei, Ng, & Jordan 2003), and propose a new
model in this framework.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
, we discuss some of the past work done on joint models of
topics and influence in the framework of latent topic models.
We describe our new model in section . In section , we report
the results of our experiments on blog data. We conclude the
discussion in section with a few remarks on directions for
future work.

Note that in the rest of the paper, we use the terms ‘ci-
tation’ and ‘hyperlink’ interchangeably. Likewise, note that
the term ‘citing’ is synonymous to ‘linking’ and so is ‘cited’
to ‘linked’. The reader is also recommended to refer to table
1 for some frequent notation used in this paper.



M Total number of documents
M← Number of cited documents
M→ Number of citing documents
V Vocabulary size
K Number of topics
N← Total number of words in the cited set
d A citing document
d′ A cited document
∆(p) A simplex of dimension(p − 1)
c(d, d′) citation fromd to d′

Dir(·|α) Dirichlet distribution with parameterα
Mult(·|β) Multinomial distribution with parameterβ
Ld Number of hyperlinks in documentd
Nd Number of words in documentd
βkw Probability of wordw w.r.t. topick
Ωkd′ Probability of hyperlink to documentd′

w.r.t. topick
πk Probability of topick in the cited document set.

Table 1: Notation

Past Work

Latent topic modeling has become very popular as a com-
pletely unsupervised technique for topic discovery in large
document collections. These models, such as PLSA (Hoff-
man 1999) and LDA (Blei, Ng, & Jordan 2003), exploit co-
occurrence patterns of words in documents to unearth se-
mantically meaningful probabilistic clusters of words called
topics. These models also assign a probabilistic membership
to documents in the latent topic-space, allowing us to view
and process the documents in this lower-dimensional space.

In (Cohn & Hofmann 2001), the authors built an extension
to the PLSA (Hoffman 1999) model, called PHITS, that also
simultaneously models the topic specific influence of doc-
uments. This model defines a generative process not only
for text but also for citations (hyperlinks). The generation
of each hyperlink in a documentd is modeled as a multi-
nomial sampling of the target documentd′ from the topic-
specific distributionΩ over documents. The model assigns
high probabilityΩkd′ to a documentd′ with respect to topic
k, if the document is hyper-linked from several documents
that discuss that topic. Therefore,Ωkd′ can be interpreted as
topic specific influence of the documentd′ with respect to
topic k. The authors showed that the document’s represen-
tation in topic-space obtained from this model improves the
performance of a document-classifier, compared to the rep-
resentation obtained from text alone. Henceforth, we will
refer to this model as Link-PLSA, for consistency of nota-
tion in this paper.

A similar model called mixed membership model was de-
veloped by Eroshevaet al (Erosheva, Fienberg, & Lafferty
2004), in which PLSA was replaced by LDA as the funda-
mental generative building block. We will refer to this model
as Link-LDA for notational consistency. The generative pro-
cess for this model is shown in table 2 and the corresponding
graphical representation is displayed in figure 1. As shown
in the figure, the generative processes for words and hyper-

For each documentd = 1, · · · , M
Generateθd ∈ ∆(K) ∼ Dir(·|αθ)
For each positionn = 1, · · · , Nd

Generatezn ∈ {1, · · ·K} ∼ Mult(·|θd)
Generate wordwn ∈ {1, · · · , V } ∼ Mult(·|βzn

)
For each hyperlinkl = 1, · · · , Ld

Generatezl ∈ {1, · · ·K} ∼ Mult(·|θd)
Generate target doc.d′l ∈ {1, · · ·M} ∼ Mult(·|Ωzl

)

Table 2: Generative process for the Link-LDA model: please
refer to table 1 for explanation of the notation.

links are very similar and they share the same document-
specific topic distributionθ to generate their respective la-
tent topics. Thus, this model (as well as Link-PLSA) cap-
tures the notion that documents that share the same hyper-
links and same words, tend to be on the same topic. As in
Link-PLSA, Link-LDA assigns high topic specific probabil-
ity Ωkd′ to a documentd′ if it is frequently hyperlinked from
documents that discuss the topick. Therefore, we can inter-
pret Ωkd′ as the influence of documentd′ with respect to
topick.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the Link-LDA model

It is important to note that both Link-PLSA and Link-
LDA define hyperlinks as just values taken by a random vari-
able (similar to words in the vocabulary). In other words,
these models obtain probabilistic topical clusters of hyper-
linked documents exactly the same way as the basic LDA
and PLSA models discover topical clusters of words. Thus,
in effect they only exploit the co-occurrence of hyperlinksin
documents, but they fail to explicitly model the topical rela-
tionship between the contents of the citing (linking) docu-
ment and the cited (linked) document.

It is reasonable to expect that if a documentd links to an-
other documentd′, then bothd andd′ should be topically
related. One can hope to obtain better quality of topics and
influence by exploiting this additional information. More re-
cently, Dietzet al(Dietz, Bickel, & Scheffer 2007) proposed



a new LDA based approach that allows flow of topic infor-
mation from the cited documents to the citing documents. In
their approach, each citing document borrows topics from
one of its citations in generating its own text. In choosing
a citation to borrow topics from, the document uses its own
distribution over its citations. This distribution is interpreted
as the influence of each citation on the citing document. This
model however captures only general influence of citations,
but does not explicitly model topic specific influence of ci-
tations. In the next section, we will describe our new model
that will address these issues.

New model: Link-PLSA-LDA
In this section, we describe the new model, which we call
Link-PLSA-LDA , in detail. Subsection presents the gen-
erative process, while subsection describes how the model
captures topic specific influence of blogs. In subsection ,
we discuss some limitations of the model while subsection
presents the mathematical details of the inference and es-

timation of model parameters using variational approxima-
tions.

Generative process

In our work, we retained the approach of Link-LDA (Ero-
sheva, Fienberg, & Lafferty 2004) and Link-PLSA (Cohn
& Hofmann 2001), in which citations are modeled as sam-
ples from a topic-specific multinomial distributionΩ over
the cited documents. Thus, the generative process for the
content and citations of the citing documents is same as in
Link-LDA. In addition, in order to explicitly model informa-
tion flow from the citing document to the cited document,
we defined an explicit generative process for the content of
cited documents, that makes use of the same distributionΩ.
In this new generative process, we view the set of cited doc-
uments as bins that are to be filled with words. We first asso-
ciate a topic mixing proportionsπ for the entire set of cited
documents. Then words are filled into the binsN← times,
whereN← is the sum total of the document lengths of the
set of cited documents, as follows: each time, we first sam-
ple a topick from the mixing proportionsπ, then pick a bin
d′ from Ωk and fill a word occurrence fromβk into the bin.
This process is exactly same as the symmetric parametriza-
tion of PLSA as described in (Hoffman 1999). Since we
used a combination of PLSA for cited documents and Link-
LDA for citing documents to jointly model content and hy-
perlinks, we call this new model Link-PLSA-LDA.

The entire generative process is displayed step-by-step
in table 3 and the corresponding graphical representation is
shown in figure 2. One can see that information flows from
the cited documents to the citing documents through the un-
observed nodesβ andΩ, as per the D-separation principle
in Bayesian networks (Bishop 2006).

Modeling topic specific influence of blogs

As in Link-PLSA and Link-LDA, we can interpretΩkd′ as
the influence of documentd′ in topic k. Unlike in Link-
PLSA and Link-LDA, where this influence arises solely by

virtue of the documentd′ being cited by documents that dis-
cuss topick, the new model also takes into account the con-
tent ofd′ in computing the topical influence ofd′. This is
a direct consequence of the fact thatΩ is employed in gen-
erating the text of the cited documents too. In addition, the
parameterπk in the new model can be interpreted as the im-
portance or popularity of each topic in the data. Thus the
new model offers us an additional statistic compared to the
Link-LDA model.

The output of the model can be used to provide the user
with highly influential blogs related to the topic of user’s
interest as follows. LetQ = (q1, · · · , qn) be the user’s query
that represents his/her topic of interest. One could return
most influential blogs on this topic, ranked according to the
following probability:

P (d′|Q) =

K∑
z=1

P (d′|z)P (z|Q)

∝

K∑
z=1

P (d′|z)P (Q|z)P (z)

=

K∑
z=1

Ωzd′(

N∏
i=1

βzqi
)πz (1)

WhileΩzd′ represents the topic specific influence of the doc-
ument with respect to topicz, the term

∏n
i=1

βzqi
represents

the similarity of the topicz to the user’s topic of interest,
while πz can be interpreted as the prior importance of the
topicz in the cited document set.

Model limitations

Since we generate cited documents and citing documents
differently, a single document cannot both have citations and
be cited. Thus, the model assumes a bipartite graph of cita-
tions from the citing set to the cited set. Although this is a
serious modeling limitation, this can be easily overcome in
practice: if a document has citations and is also cited, one
can duplicate the document, retain only outgoing citations
in one copy and incoming citations in the other and place
them in their respective sets. In fact, this strategy has been
successfully adopted by (Dietz, Bickel, & Scheffer 2007)
in their work on modeling citation influences, which suffers
from a similar limitation.

Also, note that the Link-PLSA-LDA model defines the
topical distribution for citations,Ω, over a fixed set of cited
documents. This means that new documents can only cite
documents within this fixed set. Hence this model is not
fully generative, a weakness that is shared also by the PLSA
model as well as the Link-LDA model. We believe, in prac-
tice, it is not entirely unreasonable to assume that the set
of cited documents is known at modeling time, and will not
change. For example, the cited and citing documents could
respectively correspond to previously published papers and
currently submitted ones in the scientific domain; or last
month’s blog postings and current blog postings.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the Link-PLSA-
LDA model

Cited documents:
For i = 1, · · · , N←

Generatezi ∈ {1, · · ·K} ∼ Mult(·|π)
Sampled′i ∈ {1, · · · , M←} ∼ Mult(·|Ωzi

)
Generatewi ∈ {1, · · ·V } ∼ Mult(·|βzi

)
Citing documents:
For each citing documentd = 1, · · · , M→

Generateθd ∈ ∆(K) ∼ Dir(·|αθ)
For each positionn = 1, · · · , Nd

Generatezn ∈ {1, · · ·K} ∼ Mult(·|θd)
Generatewn ∈ {1, · · · , V } ∼ Mult(·|βzn

)
For each citation positionl = 1, · · · , Ld

Generatezl ∈ {1, · · ·K} ∼ Mult(·|θd)
Generated′l ∈ {1, · · ·M←} ∼ Mult(·|Ωzl

)

Table 3: Generative process for the Link-PLSA-LDA model:
please refer to table 1 for explanation of the notation.

Inference and Estimation
The likelihood of the observed data in this model is given as
follows.

P (w, c | π, αθ,Ω, β)

=

M←∏
d′=1

N
d′∏

n=1

(
∑

k

πkΩkd′βkwn
)

×

M→∏
d=1

∫
θd

(P (θd|αθ)

Nd∏
n=1

(
∑

k

θdkβkwn
)

×

Ld∏
l=1

(
∑

k

θdkΩkcl
))dθd (2)

wherew is the entire text of cited and citing documents and
c is the set of hyperlinks/citations. In general, this model
is intractable for parameter estimation and inference, dueto

the pairwise coupling ofθ, β andΩ. Hence, researchers
usually employ approximate techniques such as Gibbs sam-
pling (Andrieuet al. 2003) or variational approximations
(Wainwright & Jordan 2003). In this work, we will em-
ploy the mean-field variational approximation for the pos-
terior distribution of the latent variables, as shown in figure
3. The graphical representation corresponds to the following
parametric form:

Q(θ, z, |w, c) =

M→∏
d=1

(P (θd|γd)

×

Nd∏
n=1

K∏
k=1

((φdnk)zdnk)

Ld∏
l=1

K∏
k=1

((ϕdlk)zdlk))

×

M←∏
d′=1

N
d′∏

n=1

K∏
k=1

(ξd′nk)z
d′nk

where the variational parameters have the following mean-
ing:

• γdk is proportional to the posterior probability that the cit-
ing documentd discusses topick,

• φdnk is the posterior probability that the word at thenth

position in documentd is generated from topick,

• ϕdlk is the posterior probability that thelth hyperlink in
documentd is generated from topick and,

• ξd′nk is the posterior probability that thenth word in the
cited documentd′ is generated from topick.

N

z

z z

N Lcited documents

citing documents

ξ

γ θ

φ ϕ

M

Figure 3: Graphical representation of the mean field approx-
imate posterior distribution for the Link-PLSA-LDA model
Using Jensen’s inequality, it can be shown that this approxi-
mation provides us with the following tractable lower-bound
on the observed data log-likelihood:

log P (w, c|π,Ω, αθ)

≥

M←∑
d′=1

N
d′∑

n=1

(
∑

k

(ξd′nk(log πk + log βkwn

+ log Ωkd′)) + H(ξd′n))



+

M→∑
d=1

(Eγ [log P (θd|αθ)] + H(P (θd|γd))

+

Nd∑
n=1

(
K∑

k=1

φdnk(Eγ [log θdk] + log βkwn
) + H(φdn))

+

Ld∑
l=1

(

K∑
k=1

ϕdlk(Eγ [log θdk] + log Ωkd′
l
) + H(ϕdl)))(3)

whereH() is a short notation for the entropy of the distribu-
tion in its argument, andEp[ ] represents the expectation of
its argument with respect to the distribution parametrizedby
its subscriptp. It can be shown that the difference between
the left hand side and the right hand side of eq. (3) above is
equal to the KL-divergence between the variational posterior
and the true posterior of the latent variables (Wainwright &
Jordan 2003). Hence maximizing the lower bound is equal
to finding a variational approximation that is closest to the
true posterior in terms of the KL-divergence distance.

Differentiating the lower bound above with respect to
each of the parameters and equating the resulting expression
to zero, yields the following parameter updates:

φdnk ∝ βkwn
exp(Ψ(γdk)) (4)

ϕdlk ∝ Ωkd′
l
exp(Ψ(γdk)) (5)

γdk = αθ +

Nd∑
n=1

φdnk +

Ld∑
l=1

ϕdlk (6)

ξd′nk ∝ Ωkd′βkwn
πk (7)

βkv ∝

M←∑
d′=1

N
d′∑

n=1

ξd′nkδv(wn) +

M→∑
d=1

Nd∑
n=1

φdnkδv(wn)(8)

πk ∝

M←∑
d′=1

N
d′∑

n=1

ξd′nk (9)

Ωkd′ ∝

N
d′∑

n=1

ξd′nk +

M→∑
d=1

Ld∑
l=1

ϕdlkδd′(d
′

l) (10)

These updates are performed iteratively until convergence.
Since the updates in eq. (4) through (6) depend on each
other, we also perform an inner iterative loop involving these
equations, until they converge. Equations (4) through (7) are
referred to as inference steps, since they involve the varia-
tional parameters. On the other hand, equations (8) through
(10) are referred to as estimation steps, since they involve
estimating the model parametersβ,Ω andπ.

Lastly, the value ofαθ can also be estimated by the same
process described above, but for simplicity, we fixed it a
value of0.1, in both the models.

Experiments
In this section, we describe the experiments we performed
on blog data. In subsection , we describe the details of the
corpus we used. In subsection , we display the output of
topics and the topical influence of blogs, obtained by the

Cited Postings Citing Postings
set I set II

# documents 1,777 1,124 1,124
Avg. Doc. Len. 160.274 217.46 221.73
Avg. # links/Doc 3.62 2.90 2.83
Max. # links/Doc 53 21 20
Vocabulary size 13506

Table 4: Summary statistics of the corpus

Link-PLSA-LDA model. In subsections and , we present
quantitative evaluations of the Link-PLSA-LDA model and
compare it with the performance of the Link-LDA model.

Data
The data set consists of 8,370,193 postings on the bl-
ogosphere collected byNielsen Buzzmetrics1 between
07/04/2005 and 07/24/2005. We processed this data set
as follows. First, there are many postings that are mis-
takenly assigned their respective site-URLs as their perma-
links. These non-unique identifiers make it difficult to dis-
ambiguate between their incoming hyperlinks. Hence, we
filtered these postings out, which left us with 7,177,951 post-
ings. Next, we constructed a graph of hyperlinks that origi-
nate from and point to postings within this corpus. We then
pruned this graph until we are left with postings, each of
which has at least 2 outgoing or 2 incoming hyperlinks. The
size of the pruned corpus is quite small compared to the orig-
inal corpus, since most postings have hyperlinks that point
to external sources such as news stories. We are finally left
with 2,248 postings with at least 2 outgoing links each and
1,777 documents with at least two incoming links each. Of
these only 68 postings have both incoming links and out-
going links. We duplicated these 68 postings such that one
set consists of only incoming links and the other set consists
of only outgoing links. This allowed us to define a perfect
bipartite graph of postings that contain 1,777 cited postings
(with incoming links) and 2,248 citing postings (with outgo-
ing links). Next, we pre-processed and indexed these post-
ings usingLemur2 tool-kit employing theKrovetzstemmer
and a standard stop-word list. We pruned the vocabulary of
this data further by ignoring words that contain numerals,
that are less than 3 characters long, or those that occurred
in less than 5 documents. We split the set of citing postings
uniformly at random into two equal sets (which we call set
I and set II) of 1,124 postings each for purposes we will de-
scribe later. The statistics of the corpus are summarized in
table 4.

Topical influence of blog postings
We ran the model on set I of the citing postings and the
cited postings with the number of topicsK fixed at 25 and
αθ fixed at 0.1. We displayed 4 salient topics discovered
by the Link-PLSA-LDA model in table 5. Like the regular

1http://www.nielsenbuzzmetrics.com
2www.lemurproject.org



LDA model, Link-PLSA-LDA tells us the most likely terms
in each topic. For example, in the “CIA leak” topic, the
model rightly identifies ‘karl’, ‘rove’, ‘bush’, ‘plame’ ‘cia’
and ‘leak’ as key entities in the topic. The name ‘cooper’
in the list refers toMatt Cooper, who was a reporter for the
Timemagazine, that testified in the CIA leak case. Similarly,
the top terms in other topics are also equally illustrative of
the topic content. In addition, Link-PLSA-LDA also tells
us the blog postings that are most influential in those top-
ics, as measured by both hyperlinks as well as by content.
The most influential blogs for each topic are displayed at
the bottom of table 5. As some of the titles of these blogs
indicate, they seem topically very relevant. The blogs for
the first three topics are clearly political blogs with the ex-
ceptions ofwizbangblog.comandthe sharpener, which are
multi-editor community blogs. The last topic, “Search En-
gine Market”, has all technology related blogs. The “Iraq
war” and “Supreme court” topics have mostly Republican
blogs associated with them. The “CIA leak” topic has a mix
of orientations (billmon and tom tomorroware Democratic
blogs, the others are Republican), hence the topic is most
likely a mixture of argumentation back and forth between
Democrats and Republicans.

The topic specific statistics described so far are also
learned by the Link-LDA model. There is however, an ad-
ditional statistic that the Link-PLSA-LDA model learns that
is not directly learned by the Link-LDA model, namely the
importance of topics (in terms of its occurrence in the set
of cited postings), as measured by the parameterπ. In table
5, we display the importance of each topic below its title.
The topics are also arranged in the descending order of their
importance from left to right.

The topical influence analysis of the Link-PLSA-
LDA model presented above seems to make intuitive sense,
but it is not clear how good is the quality of output, com-
pared to the Link-LDA model. One way to compare would
be to hire human experts and make them evaluate the quality
of the topic influence rankings of both the models. However,
this is both cost and time intensive. Instead, we adopted two
indirect, but cheaper and quicker ways to evaluate the per-
formance of these two models. We present these two tasks
in subsections and below.

Log-likelihood
In this subsection, we measure how well the models pre-
dict unseen data in terms of log-likelihood. The higher log-
likelihood the model assigns to unseen data, better is its pre-
dictive power and generalizability. Our experimental set-up
is as follows. We first train the model’s parametersΩ and
π using the entire set of cited postings and set I of citing
postings. Using these estimated model parameters, we per-
form inference on the set II of citing documents using eq.
(4) through (6). Using these inferred parameters, we can
compute a lower-bound on the cumulative log-likelihood of
citing set II, as shown in eq. (3)3. Similarly, we repeat the

3Note that the first two lines in the RHS of eq. (3) correspond
to the log-likelihood of the cited data, which we ignore in this com-
putation.

same process by training on set II of citing postings and per-
forming inference on set I. We report the total cumulative
log-likelihood of the entire set of citing postings, by sum-
ming up the values obtained in each experiment. Note that
we use the same experimental setup for both the models. In
figure 4, we plotted the cumulative log-likelihood values for
both the models as a function of number of topics. The plot
clearly shows that Link-PLSA-LDA predicts the data much
better than the Link-LDA model, indicating that the former
is a better model for modeling topics and influence.
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Figure 4: Cumulative log-likelihood of the citing postings
with respect to Link-PLSA-LDA and Link-LDA: higher is
better

Link Prediction
In this task, we use the learned model to predict hyperlinks
for postings that are not seen in the training phase. The
intuition is that if a model produces better quality topical
influence analysis, then it should also be a better predictor
of hyperlinks, since hyperlinks are known to be closely re-
lated to influence. There are other models for link prediction
available in the literature (Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg 2003;
Taskaret al. 2003; Shaparenko & Joachims 2007; Strohman,
Croft, & Jensen 2007), but we confine ourselves to only the
Link-PLSA-LDA and Link-LDA models, since they are our
main interest in this paper. Note that we do not claim to, nor
do we intend to outperform the best available model on this
task.

Our experimental design is very similar to that of subsec-
tion , but is described below for clarity. We first learned
the parameters of the Link-PLSA-LDA model using the en-
tire set of cited postings and set I of citing postings. Then,
providing only the text of the citing postings set II, we per-
formed inference to obtain the posterior topic distribution
γd for each citing document in this set using the following
inference updates that use only text as evidence:

φdnk ∝ βkwn
exp(Ψ(γdk))

γdk = αθ +

Nd∑
n=1

φdnk

Using these probabilities and the model parameterΩ learned
during the training phase, we can compute the conditional



Topic 21 Topic 7 Topic 16 Topic 20
“CIA LEAK” “IRAQ WAR” “SUPREME COURT “SEARCH ENGINE

NOMINATIONS” MARKET”
0.067 0.062 0.06 0.04

TOP TOPICAL TERMS
rove will robert will
his war court search
who attack bush new
time iraq his market

cooper terrorist supreme post
karl who john product
cia world nominate brand

bush terror judge permalink
know muslim will time
report america conservative yahoo
story one right you

source people president year
house think justice comment
leak bomb nominee company

plame against senate business
TOP BLOG POSTS ON TOPIC

billmon.org willisms.com themoderatevoice.com edgeperspectives.
typepad.com

Whiskey Bar Iraq what might The Moderate Voice John Hagel
qando.net instapunk.com blogsforbush.com .comparisonengines.com

Free Markets & People InstaPun***K Blogs for Bush Comparison of Engines
captainsquartersblog jihadwatch.org michellemalkin.com blogs.forrester.com

.com, Captain’s Quarters Jihad Watch Michelle Malkin Charlene Li’s Blog
coldfury.com thesharpener.net captainsquartersblog.com longtail.typepad.com

The Light Of Reason The Sharpener Captain’s Quarters The Long Tail
thismodernworld.com thedonovan.com wizbangblog.com .searchenginejournal.com

Tom Tomorrow Jonah’s Military Wizbang Search Engine Journal

Table 5: Topic display generated by the Link-PLSA-LDA model: topic titles are not part of the model. The numbers below the
topic titles are the probability of each topic in the set of cited documents.



probability of any cited postingd′ ∈ {1, · · · , M←} given
the content of the citing postingwd, as shown below:

P (d′|wd) =
K∑

k=1

P (d′|k)P (k|wd)

=
∑

k

Ωkd′E[θdk|wd]

≈

K∑
k=1

Ωkd′
γdk∑
k′ γdk′

This probability,P (d′|wd), is the probability that the citing
postingd is topically relevant to the cited postingd′. Hence
one could assume that the higher this probability is, more
is the chance that the author of the citing postingd would
create a hyperlink to the cited postingd′. For each citing
posting, we use these conditional probabilities to rank the
entire set of cited postings. We measure the effectiveness of
this ranking with respect to the ground truth, which is the set
of actual citations of the citing posting.

We performed two-fold cross validation similar to the ex-
periments in subsection ,i.e., we did another experiment in
which we train the model on citing postings set II and cited
postings, and evaluate on citing postings set I. We report the
average performance of the models on sets I and II.

As a baseline, we used the Link-LDA model. The exper-
imental design for this model is exactly same as that of the
Link-PLSA-LDA model.

Evaluation Drawing analogy to an information retrieval
scenario, we assume each citing posting to be a query and
the set of its true citations to be the set of relevant docu-
ments, and the set of all cited postings to be the retrieved
set. One of the standard metrics used in information retrieval
to evaluate the quality of a ranked list against a true set of
relevant documents is average precision. However, we be-
lieve this metric is not suited for the task of link prediction
in blog domain for two reasons: (i) this metric assumes that
the true set is exhaustive, i.e., we have the complete set of
relevant documents and (ii) the metric assigns high impor-
tance to precision at the top of the ranked list. While this
may be appropriate for a key-word based search engine, the
scenario in blog data is quite different. In blogs, citations are
not assigned to all topically relevant documents, but only to
a few postings that the author has cared to read. Hence the
set of true citations does not represent an exhaustive set of
topically relevant documents. For the same reason, there is
no guarantee that the most topically relevant postings are
necessarily hyperlinked to. Hence it does not make sense
to assign high importance to the top of the ranked list. In-
stead, we should focus on how well the model rates the post-
ings that are actually hyperlinked. In particular, we look at
the worst case scenario: how well the model ranks its most
poorly ranked true citation. We call this the rank of the last
relevant document or RKL in short. The lower the value of
the rank is, the better is the performance.

Figure 5 compares the RKL performance of Link-PLSA-
LDA with Link-LDA as a function of number of topicsK.
The RKL values are averaged over the entire set of citing

postings, using a two-fold cross-validation technique de-
scribed earlier. It is clear from the plot that Link-PLSA-
LDA significantly outperforms Link-LDA at all values of
K. Further, the performance only gets better as the number
of topics is increased from 10 to 100.
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Figure 5: Performance comparison of Link-PLSA-LDA
with Link-LDA: RKL is the rank of the last relevant doc-
ument; lower is better

This performance again suggests that Link-PLSA-LDA is
a better model than Link-LDA according to the proposed
measure. We do however, caution the reader that addi-
tional experiments need to performed, especially using hu-
man judgments, to establish this conclusively.

Conclusions
In this work, we proposed a new model that discovers top-
ics as well as models topic specific influence of blogs in a
completely unsupervised fashion. Our experiments demon-
strate that the new model is superior to the existing Link-
LDA model on two different quantitative evaluations.

As part of our future work, we intend to perform experi-
ments in key-word search (as described in section ) to evalu-
ate the new model’s performance in providing the user with
highly influential blog postings on the topic of his/her inter-
est. Procuring labeled blog data for evaluation also forms
part of future plans.

As discussed in section , one of the shortcomings of the
Link-PLSA-LDA model is that it is not fully generative. In
other words, the world of the hyperlinked documents is fixed
and it is not possible to link to a new document under this
model. In addition, the model restricts the hyperlink graphto
be bipartite. At present, we are in the process of constructing
a new model that is truly generative, one that allows arbitrary
hyperlink structure.
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